Title word cross-reference

$10.00$ [Tak73, Maz75]. $13.20$ [O’B75]. $18.75$ [Lee73, Pag73a]. $19.00$
[Blo73]. $22.50$ [Bal75]. $30.00$ [Dag77, Wil74]. $31.50$ [Ric75b]. $32.50$
[Tag75]. $41.50$ [Aig73b]. $72.00$ [Aig75]. $r^2$ [McE77a]. $K$
[Sch76, FS74, Mar75]. $R^2$ [GN76]. $R_{y,x}^2$ [McE77a].

* [Wal77].

-class [FS74, Mar75]. -matrix-class [Sch76].

1973 [Ano73f, Ano73d, Ano73c, Ano73e]. 1974
[Ano74h, Ano74f, Ano74e, Ano74g]. 1975 [Ano75i, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano75j].
1976 [Ano76g, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76h]. 1977
[Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77n, Ano77m, Ano77l]. 1978
ability [Cha77]. Abrahamse [Neu77]. Acknowledgement [Ano73a, Ano74a, Ano75a, Ano76a, Ano77a, Ano79a]. ad [Gil75]. adaptive [DG78]. added [DM77]. additive [Koe79]. adjustment [DG78, Hat74]. adjustment-adaptive [DG78]. adjustments [Cra79]. administrative [Bal75]. advertising [Blo73]. after [BJ73, JYB73, TW75]. aggregated [Fur79, Hsi79]. aggregates [Ros77]. aggregation [Bre73, Den78, Lov73, Sas78, Wei78]. aggregative [Ho79]. algebraic [FS74]. allocation [HS76]. allocative [SL79]. Almon [HH78, ZW73]. Alternative [Gui74, FG78]. alternatives [HH78]. Amsterdam [Aig73a, Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, Blo73, Cho74, Cho77, Die75, Hur73, Lee73, Mad76, Mit77, O’H77, Pag73a, Ric75b, Tag75, Tak73, Wil74]. analysis [Aig75, Aig79a, Bal75, Blo73, (Mu77, Dag73, Drè77, GV77, GERA79, HC77, HR77, Hun79, Laf77, LT78b, Neg79, Neu77, Plo79, Sas78, ZW73, ZP74, Cho77, Jud75, Tag75, Wil74]. Angeles [MMA79]. Announcement [Ano78a, Ano79b]. annual [Gil77]. Anticipated [Aig79c]. Aoki [Cho77]. appearance [GM79b]. application [AGS79, And74, Att77, Cho74, Had76, Kak77, Ken75, LT78a, MP78, Tsu77]. applications [Bal75, Mai78, Tak73]. applied [Hur73, Tsu76, Jud75]. approach [BKK79, Dag73, Gro75, HKP79, PP79, SW78, Uri79, Wal77, Zel78]. approximate [GN76]. approx [Dag77]. approximation [Men77, Phi77b]. approximations [Rob77]. April [Ano78a, Ano79o]. Arima [Ros77]. ARMA [Bre73, But76, Rei79]. ARMAX [Bre73]. Articles [Ano75b]. Arts [Gav76]. aspects [TTC77, Die75]. assessment [GR74]. associated [And75]. Asymptotic [DTH78, DE74, GB78, Men77]. asymptotics [Mar75]. attributes [WG78]. August [Ano75i, Ano76g, Ano78h, Ano79u]. Australian [HF73]. Autocorrelated [(Mu77, Cor79, Del78, GM79b, Hen79]. Autocorrelation [Ken75, DLA78, Fit73, GK78, LT75, SW78]. autoregression [Phi79b]. autoregressive [BM78, DM78, DE74, Fit73, Gil75, Gui74, Hat74, Hat76, Neg79, Men77, Nel76, Saw78, Spe79]. autoregressive-moving [Nel76]. average [ASW77, DM78, Fit73, LT78b, Men77, Nel74, Nel76, NS79, PS77].

Ball [Ric75b]. band [Hyl77]. bank [Aig73c, Lap76]. based [McC74, NS79]. Bayes [GR79a, MS78, SR75, SR78]. Bayesian [Mad76, Aig79a, Drè77, FG78, Gil75, GR74, GDP79, Gro75, Gut76, HV77, SM75, TT76, Tsu76, Tsu77, ZW73]. behavior [App79, Sas78, Lap76].
behaviour [Aig73c, HH74, Hen79, Tri73]. Berkeley [Sta74]. Best [Bal73, Aig79a]. between [Gil75]. bias [Lov73, NT87, Spe75]. bibliography [Sow73]. bilinear [Poi75b]. binary [Aig73d, Lan79, Wes74]. bivariate [TTC77]. blue [Sch75b]. board [Ano76b, Ano78c, Pan76, Ano74b, Ano75c, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano78d, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano79g]. Book [Aig73a, Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, Blo73, Cho74, Cho77, Dag77, Die75, Gav76, Hur73, Jud75, Kad76, Lap76, Lee73, Lev77a, Mad76, Maz75, Mit77, O'B75, O'H77, Pag73a, Poi75a, Ric75b, Sch75a, Sta74, Tag75, Tak73, Tri75, Wei75, Wil74]. both [Hsi79]. bounded [Lov77b]. Box [And75, NG79]. brief [Aig79b, SD79]. business [Wei75].

data, December, decision, decomposition, demand, densities, dependent, describing, Design, determinants, determination, determine, Determining, development, Dfl, differencing, different, direct, disaggregate, disturbances, doctoral, dominance, Donald, Droz, Duality, dummy, Duncan, Dutch, dynamic, earnings, East, Eckhaus, Econometric, Econometrics, employment, endogeneity, endogenous, energy, ellipsoid, Elsevier, Empirical, employment, endogeneity, endogenous, energy, Fus77, Mit78, Engel, equation
equations [Bes79, Con79, Dag76, Den76, Den78, Gal77, GJ79, Hat76, Hen76, Kel75, Rei79, Spi77, Sri73, SD79, Sti76, SM79, Woo79].

Errors [Hau77, Aig73d, Aig74, Cor79, Dei78, GR79a, Hat74, Hen79, Lev77b, Sal76, SJ75, SR78].

Errors-of-observation [Aig74]. Essays [Gav76].

evaluator [BPR77, CM77, SL79, CW79, Kak78, Sri73].

estimation [CM79]. estimate [Vis78]. estimated [GM79b]. estimates [Ber79, Cor79, Lea75, Lev77b, Mc74].

Establishment [CM79].

evaluated [LM78, Ber79, Bet77, Fit73, FB74, Ger76, GR74, GUI74, Hol77, NS78, Saw73, YJ76].

European [Ano78g, Ano79j]. Evaluation [HKM79]. evidence [CM79].

Exact [Die76, Saw78]. example [Fus77]. existence [Ber79, DM77, Kn77, MS78].

exogeneity [Gew78]. expansion [Afr74].

Expectations [Cra79, DG78, Gro75, Hun79].

exhausted [Zel78].

Experience [NG79]. experiment [Aig79c, MMA79]. experimental [Aig79b, CW79, Mor79, Pap78].

experiments [Aig79a, Aig79c, FH79, NMM+79]. extraneous [BW73].

family [Gas75]. February [Ano75g, Ano76e, Ano78i, Ano79f]. Federal [ZW73].

Federally [Kie78]. Fienberg [Mad76]. FIML [Rei79]. final [De78].

finance [Aig73b]. finite [Hyl77, Men77, Mor79, Pag78, Phi73, Phi77b]. Firm [GR79b].

firms [Sas78]. First [At79, Mon78, Gu74, Men77, Nel74, Phi79b].

First-order [Mon78, Gu74, Men77, Nel74, Phi79b]. fiscal [Mc74]. fit [Bus79, Mc77a, NS79].

five [DLA78]. fixed [PZ78]. flexibility [Wal77].

flexible [BPR77, CM77, Wal77]. food [HS76]. Forecasting [Pie75, Ros77, NG79, Uri79].

forecasts [NS78, Phi79b]. form [De78, Kn77, NS78, SW78]. forms [BPR77, Gil75, Spi77, Wal77].

Formulation [ALS77]. Foundation [Maz75]. four [LT75]. Fourth [GK78].

Fourth-order [GK78]. Fox [O'H77]. frontier [ALS77, LT78b]. frontiers [SL79].

Full [BM78, Bes79, DE74, Sch76]. full-information [Bes79, Sch76].

function [ALS77, BC73, BL75, CM77, CM79, DM77, HV77, LT78b, MNS78, ZW73]. functional [BPR77, HC77, SW78, Spi77, Wal77]. functions
Further [GK78, HR77].

**G** [Aig73b]. **Gains** [Nel76]. **gasoline** [MNS78]. **general** [Ame77a, DTH78, HP74]. **generalization** [Bus79]. **Generalized** [Srz78, Dag73, Sch75b, Spi77]. **generation** [NMM+79]. **Geneva** [Dag77, Ano78g]. **George** [Aig75]. **Glaun** [McE77a]. **global** [Koh78]. **GLS** [Mag78]. **Goldberger** [Kad76]. **Goldfeld** [Lee73]. **Goodness** [Bus79, McE77a, NS79]. **Goodness-of-fit** [Bus79, NS79]. **Granger** [And75]. **graph** [FS74]. **Griffin** [Poi75a]. **grouped** [Att77, Kak77, Poi75a].

**H** [Tag75, Wei75]. **Haitovsky** [Poi75a]. **Harmonic** [HH78]. **Haven** [Lap76]. **health** [Mor79, NMM+79]. **Henri** [Bal75]. **Hester** [Lap76]. **heteroscedastic** [Ame77b]. **heteroscedasticity** [Hur79]. **heteroskedasticity** [God78, HP74]. **Hilbert** [Cor77]. **hoc** [Gil75]. **Holland** [Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, Blo73, Chf74, Cho77, Die75, Hur73, Lee73, Mad76, Mit77, O’H77, Pag73a, Ric75b, Tag75, Tak73, Wil74]. **Holt** [Jud75]. **homogeneity** [TW75]. **honor** [Mad76]. **honour** [Gav76]. **Hooper** [McE77a]. **household** [HS76]. **housing** [LT78a]. **hypotheses** [Nef79, SG76]. **Hypothesis** [NS79, Att77, MV74, Spe75, Sta74, Tsu76].

**identifiability** [Dei78, Gab78]. **Identification** [AS74, Ger76, Ncl74, Koh78, Mon78, Phi73]. **II** [SR78]. **impact** [McC74, NN78, UM78]. **Implications** [Aok74, JP78]. **implicit** [Gal77, GJ79]. **imports** [MP78]. **improved** [Sr73, Ull74]. **including** [Zel78]. **income** [Att77, Cha77, Had76, Hs76, KvD78, Sta74]. **incomes** [Af74]. **Incomplete** [Dag76, Dag73]. **Inconsistency** [DG78]. **inconsistent** [Hen79]. **incorporating** [MP78]. **independent** [Aig73d, Ros77]. **Index** [Ano73b, Ano74c, Ano76c, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano79k, Ano79l, Ano79m, Die76, Ho79]. **Indonesian** [Kak77]. **industrial** [DN73, PW79]. **industry** [RS77, Wil79]. **inefficiency** [SL79]. **inequality** [And74, And77, Gas75, TZ79]. **inference** [GJ79]. **influence** [BL75]. **Information** [Den76, Ame75, Best97, BW73, DE74, GQ75, Kel75, Rad78, Ric75a, Sch76, Maz75]. **inputs** [Fus77]. **instantaneous** [PH79, Pri79]. **instrumental** [GJ79, Hen79]. **instruments** [Kle79a, McC74]. **insurance** [Mor79, NMM+79]. **integrated** [DM78]. **integration** [Die75]. **inveter** [Aig75]. **interdependence** [GR79b]. **International** [Gav76, Ric75b, Wei75]. **interpretation** [FS74]. **intervall** [Bet77]. **intervals** [Sal76]. **introduction** [Aig79b, AM79, Ano79k, Hur73, Dag77]. **inventory** [Tri73]. **inverse** [Sch73]. **invester** [PS77]. **investment** [Aig73b, CMP77, Sas78, Tri73, Lev77a]. **issues** [NMM+79]. **item** [Ano74d, Ano77g, Ano79n]. **Items** [Ano76d, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano77h, Ano78g].

**J** [Lev77a, Mad76, Maz75, O’B75, O’H77, Ric75b]. **James** [Jud75, Lap76].

Karl [Aig73b]. Klein [Has76]. Koerts [Neu77]. Konijn [Tag75]. Kuh [Hur73].

L [Die75, Lap76]. labor [BC73, Cra79]. Labour [Wal78]. lag [Cor77, Gut76, Kas76, SG76, Wei78, ZW73]. lagged [Spe75]. lags [Pag78].

Langasens [Dag77]. Lansing [Wei75]. large [Mar75]. large-concentration-parameter [Mar75]. law [HR74, HR77]. Lawrence [Wei75]. Least [Sti76, Aig74, Ame74, Ame75, Bes79, Dag73, DS78b, Gal77, HH74, Lea75, Mar76, Phi77a, Saw78, Sch75b]. least-squares [Ame74, Ame75, Bes79, Gal77, Lea75, Phi77a]. l'econométrie [Dag77].

Lectures [Aig73a]. lemma [And75, And77]. Leonard [Mad76]. level [FG78, HV77, HKM79]. levels [TW75]. Librairie [Dag77]. life [Sta74]. light [Mu77]. likelihood [Ame75, BM78, Bes79, Cor79, GR79a, Mag78, Rad78, Sch76]. limited [Ame75, Ke75, LT78a, Rad78]. limited-information [Ame75, Ke75, Rad78]. Linear [Hsi79, Afr74, Cor79, DTH78, De 78, Dei78, DS78a, FHM75, FB74, GJ79, HP74, Hol77, LT75, McE77b, Mon78, Rad78, Sas78, Sch75a, Sch75b, TTC77, Ull74]. linkage [Ric75b]. load [Aig79a, GERA79, Koe79, MMA79, Uri79]. Local [Koli78]. location [WG78]. logit [Ame78, GS79]. London [Lee73, Poi75a]. long [Die75]. loss [Lov73, YJ76, Zel78].

mode [KK74, WG78]. \textbf{model} [Aig73c, AGS79, Ame77a, Ame77b, Ame78, Att77, Ber79, Bus79, But76, CW79, DTH78, De 78, DG78, DS78b, FHM75, Fit73, Gew78, GQ73, GQ75, GDP79, GS79, Gut76, HP74, Hat74, Hat76, HKM79, HF73, Kad76, Kni77, LT75, Mag78, Man75, MS78, Men77, Mor79, NS79, Rei79, RS77, Saw78, Sch75b, Tan79, Wei78, ZW73]. \textbf{Modeling} [Ave79, Nef79, Gro75, PP79]. \textbf{modelling} [Tay79]. \textbf{models} [Aig73b, ALS77, BM78, Bes79, Bet77, BL75, Bre73, Cor79, Dag76, DN73, De78, DS78a, DE74, FB74, Ger76, Gus78, Hat78, Hau77, Ho79, Hol77, Ken75, Koh78, KK74, Laf77, LM79, Lan79, LT78a, McE77b, Mon78, MV74, Nef79, Niel77, Pag73b, Pal77, Phi73, Pie75, Pl79, Rob77, SG76, SR75, Szr78, Wes74, WG78, ZP74, Ric75b, Sch75a]. \textbf{modified} [Ame75, Ame77a]. moments [Kni77, MS78, Saw78]. \textbf{monetary} [Ave79, Fro74, McC74, Pag73a]. money [Spi77]. \textbf{Monograph} [Maz75]. \textbf{monographs} [Poi75a]. \textbf{Monte} [DM78, Gil75, HH74, Sow73, YJ76]. \textbf{monthly} [But76]. moving [ASW77, DM78, Fit73, Men77, Nel74, Nel76, NS79, PS77]. \textbf{MSE} [Aig74, McE77b]. \textbf{Multi} [Dan79, KK74]. \textbf{Multi-period} [Dan79]. \textbf{Multicollinearity} [Sch75a]. \textbf{Multidimensional} [Mal78]. \textbf{multiple} [Dag73, Has76, PZ78]. \textbf{multiple-output} [Has76]. \textbf{multiplicative} [God78]. \textbf{multipliers} [GB78]. \textbf{multivariate} [Ame78, FHM75, GS79, Jud75, Ric75a, Srz78].

\textbf{N} [Wil74]. \textbf{N.Y} [Gav76]. \textbf{national} [Ric75b]. \textbf{natural} [GR79a]. \textbf{natural-conjugate} [GR79a]. \textbf{near} [GR77]. \textbf{Neelman} [Sch75a]. \textbf{neoclassical} [App78]. \textbf{Netherlands} [Sch75a]. \textbf{News} [Ano74d, Ano75e, Ano76d, Ano77h, Ano77g, Ano79n]. \textbf{no} [Aig75, Maz75, Poi75a, Sch75a]. \textbf{Non} [Aok74, GJ79, HV77, McE77b, PS77, Rad78]. \textbf{non-Bayesian} [HV77]. \textbf{Non-interacting} [Aok74]. \textbf{non-invertible} [PS77]. \textbf{non-linear} [GJ79, Rad78]. \textbf{non-spherical} [McE77b]. \textbf{Nonlinear} [Laf77, Ame75, Ame76, Bes79, Gal75, Gal77, Hat78, Lee73]. \textbf{normal} [Bal73, Ric75a]. \textbf{Normalization} [Fin76, AS74, Kad78a]. \textbf{North} [Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, Blo73, Cho74, Cho77, Die75, Hur73, Lee73, Mad76, Mit77, O’H77, Pag73a, Ric75b, Tag75, Tak73, Wil74]. \textbf{North-Holland} [Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, Blo73, Cho74, Cho77, Die75, Hur73, Lee73, Mad76, Mit77, O’H77, Pag73a, Ric75b, Tag75, Tak73, Wil74]. \textbf{note} [AS74, Ame77a, BL75, BW73, Cor79, Dhr74, Gut76, Lan79, Lov73, Mar76, Rad78, Ric75a, Sch78, Sch73, Sch75b]. \textbf{November} [Ano75j, Ano76b, Ano77m]. \textbf{null} [Spe75]. \textbf{numbers} [Die76, Sch77]. \textbf{numerical} [Saw73].

\textbf{O} [Kad76]. \textbf{observation} [Aig73d, Aig74]. \textbf{observations} [Att77, Dag73, Dag76, Kak77, Sch77, SM75, Poi75a]. \textbf{obtaining} [Vis78]. \textbf{occupational} [Kie78]. \textbf{October} [Ano73e, Ano78], Ano79s]. \textbf{Officer} [Wei75]. \textbf{oligopolistic} [GR79b]. \textbf{OLS} [DG78, Lev77b]. \textbf{Omitted} [GM79b]. \textbf{omitting}
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[Vis78]. one [Spe75]. operators [GB78]. Optimal [Kle79a, Koe79, Pap78, Aig79a, Aig79b, FG78, TW75, Cho74, Cho77]. Optimality [DS78b]. optimizing [CW79]. Option [CMP77, Kas76]. options [Pan76]. order [BM78, GK78, Gui74, Men77, Mon78, Nel74, Phi79b]. ordinal [Gre74]. ordinary [HH74]. output [Has76]. overdifferencing [PS77].

P [Aig73b, Lev77a, Tri75, Wil74]. Pages [Ano73f, Ano73d, Ano73c, Ano73e, Ano74f, Ano74e, Ano74g, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano75i, Ano75j, Ano76g, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77n, Ano77m, Ano77l, Ano78l, Ano78m, Ano78n, Ano78o, Ano79o, Ano79u, Ano79t, Ano79q, Ano79r, Ano79s, Ano79p]. parameter [Mar75, MNS78, Phi73, Tsu77, Wei78]. parameters [GM79b, KvD78, Mag78]. Pareto [HR74, HR77]. Parking [WG78]. part [TW79]. partial [DG78]. partially [Kni77, NS78]. patterns [HKP77]. peak [Koe79, MMA79, SB79, Uri79]. peak-load [MMA79]. Penn [ZW73]. period [Dan79]. permanent [Att77, Sta74, Sta74]. petroleum [RS77]. Pierce [Lap76]. Pindyck [Cho74]. pitfalls [Bur75]. Plains [Gav76]. planning [Aig75, Bet77, Cho74]. point [Pis76, Kad78a]. points [GK78]. policy [Aok74, Ave79, Fr074, McC74, Cho74, Mit77, O’H77]. poly [Drè77]. poly-t [Drè77]. Polynomial [GB78, HH78, MP78, Pag78]. population [Zel78]. portfolio [Lap76]. Posterior [PZ78]. Powell [Pag73a]. power [Afr74, HP74, LT75]. pp [Aig73a, Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, Blo73, Dag77, Hur73, Lee73, Maz75, Mit77, O’B75, Pag73a, Poi75a, Ric75b, Tak73, Tri75, Wil74]. pp. [Cho74, Cho77, Die75, Jud75, Sch75a, Wei75]. pp.xv [Tag75]. Pre [TW79, TW75]. pre-test [TW75]. Pre-testing [TW79]. precision [Aig79c]. Prediction [Lan79, Tau79, Nel74, Sal76]. Predictions [Wes74, GR74, Sal76]. predictors [Pan76]. preferences [CM77, Koe79]. preliminary [BJY73, JYB73, TW75]. presence [SJ75]. Press [Gav76, Jud75, Kad76, Lap76, O’B75, Sta74, Tri75, Maz75, Sch75a]. price [App79, BKK79, Kas76, MP78, Nef79, Pan76]. pricing [Aig79c, Atk79, Dan79, GERA79, HKM79, Koe79, LB79, MMA79]. primary [Wil79]. principal [Had76]. priori [Maz75]. probability [Aig73a, GM79a]. probit [AGS79]. problem [Pap78, Phi73]. problems [Sas78, Wil74]. process [Nel74, PS77]. processes [AW77, DM78, Nel76, Ros77]. product [Ts76]. production [ALS77, App78, BL75, CM79, Fsu77, HV77, Has76, JP78, LT78b, SL79, TT76, Tsu76, Vin76, Die75]. program [Ano79j]. programming [Tak73]. projecting [DN73]. Properties [JYB73, DHT78, DE74, GS79, Hyi77]. pseudo [Sch73]. pseudo-inverse [Sch73]. Publ [Aig73a, Aig73b, Blo73, Hur73, Lee73, Pag73a, Tak73]. public [AR75, GV77]. Publishing [Mad76]. purchasing [Afr74].

quadratic [Bal73]. qualitative [Ame77a]. qualities [DLA78]. Quandt [Lee73]. quantitative [Ano79j, O’H77, O’B75]. quarterly [But76, Gil77].
R [Cho74, Lee73, Lev77a, Pag73a, Ric75b, Wil74]. railroad [Has76]. random [AGS79, GR77, GDP79, Phi79a]. ratio [Szt78]. Rational [Gro75, Pag78, Hun79]. real [DM77]. reconstruction [Ho79]. Recursions [Phi77a]. reduced [Kni77, NS78]. reduced-form [Kni77]. Regression [Aig73d, Gil77, Bal73, BJY73, BVW73, Cor79, Dag73, Dre77, DS78b, GR79a, GR74, GN76, HC77, Hsi79, Hyl77, JYB73, LT75, McE77b, NN78, Ne177, Neu77, Phi77b, Sch78, Sch75b, Sri73, SD79, SM79, Szr78, TTC77, TZ79, ULI74, Vis78, Zel78, Poi75a]. regressions [Bus79, Gal75, GQ73, GN74, McE77a, Sch77, Spe79, SM75]. regressors [Den78, Pie75, PZ78, Spe75]. regulation [Tri75]. Rejoinder [Kad78b]. related [Sta74]. relations [Pag73a]. relationships [Wei75]. Relative [SR75, SR78, DLAT78, MCC74, SL79]. remainders [SG76]. repeated [GR74]. Reply [Fis78]. reported [HR74]. Reserve [ZW73]. Residential [GERA79, HKP79, LB79, Tay79]. residuals [DS78a]. response [Aig77a, CW79, MP78]. Responsiveness [Atk79]. restricted [Kni77, Lea75, NS78]. restrictions [BPR77, Del78, Den78, Ho177, JYB73, McE77b]. result [Lea75]. results [Atk79, Men77]. Retail [Tri73]. Retention [Gun74]. returns [CMP77, GV77]. rev [O'77]. Review [Aig73a, Aig73b, Aig75, Bal75, BlO73, Cho74, Cho77, Dag77, Die75, Gav76, Hur73, Jud75, Kad76, Lap76, Lee73, Lev77a, Mad76, Maz75, Mit77, O'B75, O'H77, Pag73a, Poi75a, Ric75b, Sch75a, Sta74, Tag75, Tak73, Tri75, Wei75, Wil74]. revisited [And77, Cha77, Has76]. Richard [BlO73, Hur73]. ridge [Vin76]. right [Vis78]. Rinehart [Jud75]. Rodan [Wil74]. Rosentein-Rodan [Wil74]. Rothenberg [Maz75]. Rotterdam [O'B75, Tri75]. round [Aig77a]. Rowley [Lev77a]. rule [Aig79a, YJ76]. run [Aig73c, Die75].
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